
Every second, PI collects massive amounts of untapped 

valuable data
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The challenge is how to go from data into actionable knowledge

AI & ML platform for sensor based industrial data
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PI manages the Data image of 

patterns, relationships, 

correlations, cause-effects

Operational experience and 

knowledge is available from

SME´s, process and reliability

engineers

Powerful AI&ML technologies

are availables

Value from actionable knowledge, 

orchestrating available data, technologies 

and people



full governance, 

control and 

freedom for the

complete value

creation process

Discovery

From a familiar 

Notebook workbench

SCAN Explorer

A noCode Notebook

AI&ML for many

SCAN Core

Automate Model Execution

Find
Share
Communicate
Learn

Empower people with 
end-user application 
libraries

Send result data back to PI
Build advanced app´s



SCAN Notebook

Fast onboarding time from a 

familiar UX/UI

Discovering

SCAN Streams, full read/write 

integration with PI

Full use of available AI&ML 

technologies

NO complicated IT project

NO need of external data bases



SCAN Explorer

limitless

opportunities

for adding

value

Using SCAN tools, discoveries 

can be embedded in application 

libraries

noCode end user Notebook UX/UI

SCAN Explorer is a container 

for end user application 

libraries

Develop, add, improve 

libraries instead using closed 

application packages



Advanced Applications

limitless

opportunities

for adding

value

AI&ML models can be 

automated

SCAN Core manages the 

data interaction with PI and 

model execution automation

Build advanced dashboards, 

predictors, early alerts, 

dedicated asset performance 

systems using the power of 

available AI&ML technologies

Leverage on a global 

application development and 

R&D ecosystem



limitless

opportunities

for adding

value

Strategic Partners 

can help on accelerating the adoption of 

AI&ML technologies

 identify recurring patterns?, a 

cause-effect relationship?

 a tool for the process engineers,  

reliability SME´s?

 a soft sensor to estimate and 

predict a critical KPI or 

measurement?

 an early warning for asset 

failures?

 an advanced process or critical 

asset monitoring dashboard?

 online monitoring of the deviation 

from the Max. Potential of a 

process?

You get:

end to end support for the application 

development and training

one year licensing for SCAN Notebook 

and SCAN Explorer

Is available through Strategic Partners



AI & ML platform for sensor based industrial data

contact us           scan@scan-ml.com


